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MATERIALS
Powder coated, die-casted aluminum (made with 

at least 97 % recycled aluminum).

Tabletop in MDF with laminate or linoleum surface 

in Solid Oak or in Smoked Oak. 

COLORS
Black/Black, Off-White/Off-White, Dusty Green/

Dusty Green, Solid Oak/Off-White, Smoked Oak/

Black, Orange/Orange

PRICES
From € 469 / £ 425 / USD 585 / DKK 3.495 / 

SEK 4.695 / NOK 4.695 / CAD 765 / CNY 5.095

PRESS   
Images, prices, product factsheets and

designer biographies are available for download

on our website: Muuto.com/Press-Kit

PRESS CONTACT 
Signe Marie Frydendall

PR Manager

smf@muuto.com 

FOLLOW US ON 
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pinterest.com/muuto
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twitter.com/muutodesign

SOFT SIDE TABLE

A MODERN PERSPECTIVE ON THE UNDERSTATED SIDE TABLE
The Soft Side Table by award-winning designer Jens Fager is defined by its subtle 
appearance and delicate detailing, making for a unique expression while allowing 
for it to fit into any setting. Alongside its archetypal shape that lends the table an 
invitingly friendly sentiment, the Soft Side Table has a subtle integrated handle 
underneath its tabletop surface, allowing for it to be easily moved around while 
echoing the ideas of forward-thinking functionalities.

Designed from the idea of paring a design down to its essence, the Soft Side Table 
is offered in a multitude of sizes and colors, ranging from neutral to more vibrant 
options, that can be combined to suit the aesthetic and functional needs of the 
given space.

JENS FAGER ON THE DESIGN:
"I wanted to create something that was subtle yet characterful with the Soft Side 
Table, making a world of softened surfaces and understated functionalities come 
together into one. Referencing the archetypal center table, the Soft Side Table has 
a quiet presence that allows for it to complement any atmosphere while echoing a 
modern elegance through its refined lines and slender form."

ABOUT JENS FAGER
Jens Fager is one of Sweden’s emerging designers. A graduate from Konstfack
University in Stockholm, he has made an international impact with exhibitions
in London, Milan, and Stockholm. For Muuto, Fager's designs include the Grain
Pendant Lamp, Open Candelabra and Tip Lamp Series.

ABOUT MUUTO
Muuto is rooted in the Scandinavian design tradition characterized by enduring 
aesthetics, functionality, craftsmanship and an honest expression. By expanding 
this heritage with forward-looking materials, techniques and bold creative thinking, 
our ambition is to deliver new perspectives on Scandinavian design. 
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"I wanted to create something that was subtle yet characterful with the 
Soft Side Table, making a world of softened surfaces and understated 
functionalities come together into one. Referencing the archetypal 
center table, the Soft Side Table has a quiet presence that allows for it to 
complement any atmosphere while echoing a modern elegance through its 
refined lines and slender form." — Jens Fager


